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Abstract
This paper presents two-fold contributions: a full revision of the Palestinian morphologically annotated corpus (Curras), and
a newly annotated Lebanese corpus (Baladi). Both corpora can be used as a more general Levantine corpus. Baladi consists
of around 9.6K morphologically annotated tokens. Each token was manually annotated with several morphological features
and using LDC’s SAMA lemmas and tags. The inter-annotator evaluation on most features illustrates 78.5% Kappa and 90.1%
F1-Score. Curras was revised by refining all annotations for accuracy, normalization and unification of POS tags, and linking
with SAMA lemmas. This revision was also important to ensure that both corpora are compatible and can help to bridge the
nuanced linguistic gaps that exist between the two highly mutually intelligible dialects. Both corpora are publicly available
through a web portal.
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1. Introduction
The processing of the Arabic language is a complex
field of research. This is due to many factors, includ-
ing the complex and rich morphology of Arabic, its
high degree of ambiguity, and the presence of several
regional varieties that need to be processed while tak-
ing into account their unique characteristics. When its
dialects are taken into account, this language pushes
the limits of NLP to find solutions to problems posed
by its inherent nature. It is a diglossic language; the
standard language is used in formal settings and in ed-
ucation and is quite different from the vernacular lan-
guages spoken in the different regions and influenced
by older languages that were historically spoken in
those regions. Indeed, Arabic speakers use those local
varieties in day-to-day communication. We can distin-
guish several families of dialects: Moroccan, Egyptian,
Sudanese, Levantine, Iraqi and Khaliji (Gulf). Arabic
dialects tend to diverge from Modern Standard Arabic
(MSA) in terms of phonetics, morphology, syntax and
vocabulary.
Arabic content was mainly written in MSA. Recently,
dialectal content has been increasing massively, espe-
cially on social media. MSA is considered among
the under-resourced languages by the NLP commu-
nity (Darwish et al., 2021). Dialectal Arabic (DA) is
even less resourced. The resource gap between MSA
and the dialects implies a large margin of error when
MSA tools are used against dialectal content (Zbib et
al., 2012). Thus, it is important to build resources and
tools to identify dialects in context and to treat Arabic
content based on its unique dialectal identity.
In this research, we focus on the Lebanese variety of
Levantine Arabic, which is used in daily conversations
and in the Lebanese media. It is spoken by about 6 mil-
lion locals, and almost double that number in diaspora.
The paper presents a morphologically annotated corpus
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for Lebanese. The development of the corpus uses texts
covering a wide spectrum of subjects and registers. The
corpus is designed to be compatible with, and leverage,
Curras (Jarrar et al., 2017), the Palestinian corpus with
morphological annotations. In this way, both corpora
can be used as a more general Levantine corpus, espe-
cially that the Palestinian dialect represents Southern
Levantine and that Lebanese represents Northern Lev-
antine varieties. In addition to providing new Lebanese
corpus annotations, we have also revised Curras anno-
tations to ensure compatibility with the LDC’s SAMA
tags and lemmas (Maamouri et al., 2010).
In this paper, we present two-fold contributions:

1. Baladi, a Lebanese morphologically annotated
corpus, which consists of 9.6K tokens. Each to-
ken was manually annotated with prefixes, suf-
fixes, stem, POS tags, MSA and DA lemmatiza-
tion, English gloss, in addition to other features
such as gender, number, aspect, and person. The
corpus was annotated mainly using LDC’s SAMA
lemmas and tags. The inter-annotator evaluation
on most features illustrates 87% agreement using
the Cohen’s Kappa score (McHugh, 2015).

2. Revision of Curras, by refining all annotations for
accuracy, normalization and unification of POS
tags, and linking with SAMA lemmas. This re-
vision was also important to ensure that both cor-
pora are compatible and can together form a more
general Levantine corpus.

Both, Curras and Baladi, are publicly available online1.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We
overview related work in Section 2. Section 3 describes
the Lebanese dialect. In Section 4, we present Corpus
Baladi. In Section 5 we present the annotation pro-
cess and guidelines. Section 6 presents the evaluation

1
https://portal.sina.birzeit.edu/curras

https://portal.sina.birzeit.edu/curras
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and the inter-annotator agreement. In Section 7, we
present the revisions we introduce to Curras. Section 8
discusses how we managed to transform Curras into a
more Levantine corpus. Finally, Section 9 concludes.

2. Related Work
This section reviews efforts to create annotated corpora
for Arabic dialects as well as for MSA.

2.1. MSA Resources
The Penn Arabic Treebank (PATB) (Maamouri et al.,
2005) by the Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC) is cen-
tral to the development of several MSA resources. It
enriches newswire text in MSA collected from several
news outlets with tokenization, segmentation, lemma,
POS and gloss tags annotations along with syntac-
tic trees. PATB uses the morphological tags as de-
fined by the BAMA morphological analyzer (Buckwal-
ter, 2004), which provides vocalized solutions, unique
lemmas, prefixes, suffixes, stems, POS tags, and En-
glish gloss terms. SAMA (Maamouri et al., 2010) is
a substantial improvement and refinement on BAMA
as it extends its lexicon and provides several analy-
sis refinements. The Prague Arabic Dependency Tree
bank (Hajič et al., 2004) enriched the literature with
functional linguistic annotations which in turn lead to
the emergence of ElixirFM (Smrž, 2007) The Arabic
lexicographic database at Birzeit University (Jarrar and
Amayreh, 2019; Alhafi et al., 2019) provides a large set
of MSA lemmas, word forms, and morphological fea-
tures, which are linked with the Arabic Ontology (Jar-
rar, 2021; Jarrar, 2011) using the W3C LEMON model
(Jarrar et al., 2019)

2.2. Dialectal Resources
The Levantine Arabic Treebank (Maamouri et al.,
2006) featured the Jordanian Arabic dialect. Cur-
ras (Jarrar et al., 2017; Jarrar et al., 2014) is a more
recent Levantine corpus featuring the Palestinian di-
alect. Large number of textual entries were collected
from Facebook, Twitter and scripts of the Palestinian
series “Watan Aa Watar”.Each word in the corpus was
then manually annotated with a set of morphological
attributes. The corpus contains 56K tokens.
Earlier, the CALLHOME Egyptian Arabic corpus
(Canavan et al., 1997) consisted of transcripts of tele-
phone conversations in Egyptian. CALIMA (Habash et
al., 2012) extended ECAL (Kilany et al., 2002) which
build on CALLHOME to provide morphological anal-
ysis functionality of the Egyptian dialect. The CO-
LABA project (Diab et al., 2010) collected resources
in dialectal Arabic (mainly in Egyptian and Levan-
tine) from the collection of online blogs. The ef-
fort eventually lead to constructing the Egyptian Tree
Bank (ARZATB) (Maamouri et al., 2014). Curras and
ARZATB were leveraged as case studies for morpho-
logical analysis and disambiguation (Eskander et al.,
2016). YADAC (Al-Sabbagh and Girju, 2012) focuses

also on the Egyptian dialect identification and provides
a mutli-genre approach. It is a collection of web blogs,
micro blogs, and several Egyptian content discussion
forums. MADAR (Bouamor et al., 2014) is an ongo-
ing multi-dialect corpora covering 26 different cities
and their corresponding dialects. Other efforts cover
Emirati (Ntelitheos and Idrissi, 2017; Khalifa et al.,
2018), Tunisian and Algerian (Zribi et al., 2015; Harrat
et al., 2014), and Yemeni and Moroccan (Al-Shargi et
al., 2016).
Our proposed contributions in this paper is to enrich
Curras by (1) providing a Lebanese Levantine exten-
sion and by (2) refining and revising Curras entries to
better accommodate the general Levantine dialect.

3. Lebanese and Levantine Dialects
The Levantine family of dialects can be linguistically
split into Northern Levantine including the Lebanese
and Syrian dialects, and Southern Levantine includ-
ing Palestinian and Jordanian. During the spread of
Arabic from the seventh century onwards, the Levant
was a region that mainly spoke Western Aramaic (Skaf,
2015). Aramaic is a Semitic language continuum spo-
ken mainly during antiquity throughout the Levantine
region and it served as a lingua franca then. Aramaic
survives today through modern dialects such as Tur-
oyo Syriac and Western Neo-Aramaic spoken in parts
of Syria. It also survives more subtly in the notice-
able substratum underlying Levantine dialects that dif-
fer from MSA on several common linguistic specifi-
ties such as phonology, syntax, morphology and lexi-
con. This motivates using dialect specific annotations
to annotate Levantine dialects. In the sequel, we briefly
review the differentiating factor between Levantine di-
alects and MSA.

3.1. Phonological differences
Like other Semitic languages, Aramaic and its varieties
were written with a 22-letter alphabet (Abjad). When
Arabic was spread to the Levant, the Christian popula-
tions of the region began to transcribe the Arabic lan-
guage using this consonantal alphabet, a tradition of
Syriac writing known as ”Garshouni” (Briquel Chaton-
net, 2005). Due to the lack of some letters compared
to the Arabic alphabet which contains 28 letters, adap-
tations were made in the Garshouni script, and some
Syriac graphemes can represent several phonemes of
Arabic, especially among the emphatic letters. In-
deed, certain Arabic phonemes were not widely used
by Levantine populations, even to this day; a speaker
of Lebanese today tends to de-emphasize emphatic let-
ters in Arabic words as for example in the case of ÐñÊ

	
¢Ó

(abused) which is pronounced mz. lwm in MSA and
mzlwm in Lebanese. Another example may be words
containing �

H t
¯

such as I. Êª
�
K (fox) that is pronounced t↪lb

or s↪lb across the Levant. As phonology differs in many
situations for Levantine dialect speakers, spelling can
vary greatly and can pose a challenge to the processing
of those dialects when written.
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3.2. Syntactical differences
A common usage for sentence structure in MSA is the
verb-subject-object (VSO) structure. Sentences tend to
start with a verb followed by its subject and then its
object. Other structure configurations tend to be less
frequent. On the other hand, in Levantine dialects,
this structure is more flexible as the verb and sub-
ject have a natural flow of interchangeable positions.

MSA (VSO): �
ékA

	
®
�
JË @ YËñË@ É¿


@

LEVANTINE (VSO): �
ékA

	
®
�
JË @ YËñË@ É¿


@

LEVANTINE (SVO): �
ékA

	
®
�
JË @ É¿


@ YËñË@

In English (SVO): The child ate the apple

3.3. Morphological differences
Levantine inherits templatic morphology where affixes
play an important role from its Semitic roots. Ma-
jor morphological differences exist when compared to
MSA. One of them is the loss of case markings in Lev-
antine. Additionally, there are Levantine-specific mor-
phemes that do not exist in MSA such as Ñ« ↪m ; the
present continuous mark that precedes imperfect verbs
to indicate the continuity of the action. Its absence in
Levantine indicates that the action is a general truth:
É¿ AK. Ñ« A

	
K

@ (I am eating) É¿ AK. A

	
K

@ (I eat). MSA has no such

entity. Context alone indicates whether the action is
continuous or a general truth; É¿

�
@ A

	
K

@ can mean both “I

am eating at the moment” or “I factually eat”. Other
morphemes include hP rh. and h h. that are the future
markers in Levantine dialects as opposed to MSA’s � s
and 	

¬ñ� swf . Furthermore, the progressive Levantine
particle H. b (as in É¿ AK. bākl ) that is used to indicate
imperfective verbs does not exist in MSA.

3.4. Differences in lexicon
It is also important to notice that the Levantine lexicon
is rich with old Aramaic words due to its pre-Arab her-
itage, as well as foreign loan words due to the Levant’s
location as a frequent passage of many civilisations.

4. Corpus Collection
We manually collected texts written in Lebanese from
sources such as Facebook posts, blog posts and tradi-
tional poems. We collected a total of 9.6K tokens span-
ning over 424 sentences. We merged them all into a sin-
gle text file, with an average of 22 words per sentence.
The corpus was chosen based on a critical judgment
to include several registers of Lebanese speech, hence
the choice to include folk poems, and satirical texts
from social networks and blog articles. We avoided
text written in Arabizi (Arabic written using propri-
etary Latin letters) as this is not the goal of our cor-
pus at this phase. As the size of the corpus is relatively
small, we performed data collection manually through
the retrieval of the transcripts of traditional Lebanese
poems Ég.

	P zǧl by local poet Jihad Assi, satirical Face-
book posts written in the vernacular Lebanese dialect
by Mohamad Jaber as well as some blog posts written
in the Lebanese dialect (Bel-Lebneene blog).

We did not preprocess the text and kept the raw form.
As such, we did not perform any unification of letter
variations, removal of diacritics, or correction of typos.
We based this on the selective quality of our corpora.
We then tokenized the raw text. This produced a table
with three columns (sentence ID, token ID, and token
text). The table was represented in a modern shareable
spread sheet tool where each token and its annotations
stood on its own separate row. The annotators intro-
duced annotations in separate columns each designated
for a specific feature or tag.

5. Annotation Methodology

Four linguists carried out the annotation process over
a period of ten months. We used AnnoSheet to carry
out the manual annotations. AnnoSheet is a Google
Sheet that we empowered by developing and adding
advanced JavaScript methods to (1) assist the annota-
tion process and (2) validate the proposed annotations.
For each row in the AnnoSheet, we have 16 columns:
sentence ID, Token ID, token, CODA, prefix, stem, suf-
fix, POS, MSA lemma, dialect lemma, gloss, person,
aspect, gender, and number. The annotation guidelines
for each of these columns are described in the follow-
ing subsections.
To speed up the annotation process, we uploaded the re-
vised version of Curras annotations (See section 7) into
another spreadsheet and allowed the annotator to look
up candidate annotations from Curras. The JavaScript
lookup method searches Curras and returns the top
matching results. The annotator can then select one of
the results, and edit the corresponding fields if needed.
The annotator also has the option to fill in the annota-
tions directly. To guide and control the quality of the
annotations, we implemented several validation trig-
gers in JavaScript to highlight potential mistakes. In
addition, for each cell in AnnoSheet, we implemented
a customized list, from which the annotator can select
values based on the column. The lists are dynamic and
they are populated with values that depend on the val-
ues in other cells of the same row.
We, additionally, developed a Google Colab applica-
tion to validate all annotations in the AnnoSheet and
to flag cells that may require corrections. The valida-
tion ran once daily. In this way, the annotators were
able to annotate each word, in context, by re-using an-
notations from Curras, fully or partially, or by entering
new annotations. As a Google Sheet, AnnoSheet al-
lowed the annotators to also annotate the corpus coop-
eratively, write feedback to each other, and skip tokens
they are not certain about. Table 1 illustrates a sentence
in Lebanese and its full annotations.

5.1. Annotation Guidelines

This section presents the annotation guidelines for each
of the different annotations tasks.
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DA Sentence: نويع يليقب امول ايندلا فوش لظ حر ةنو7ا ذخآ مع اناو ينويع كنويع نون+ ةنكاس يحورب  

Token CODA Prefix(es) Stem Sufix(es) POS Person Aspect Gender Number DA 
Lamma 

MSA 
Lemma Gloss 

يحورب يحورب  حور PREP/ب  /NOUN ي/POSS_PRON_1S NOUN - - m s حوُر 1 حوُر   spirit 

هنكاس ةنكاس  نكاس   /ADJ ة/NSUFF_FEM_SG ADJ - - f s 1 نِكاس 1 نِكاس   residing 

نون2 نون2  نون2   /ADJ  ADJ - - m s 1 نُونْمَم 1 نُونْمَم   grateful 

كنويع كنويع  نويع   /NOUN ك/POSS_PRON_2FS NOUN - - m p 1 نْیَع 1 نْیَع   eye 

ينويع ينويع  نويع   /NOUN ي/POSS_PRON_1S NOUN - - m p 1 نْیَع 1 نْیَع   eye 

اناو اناو  انا CONJ/و  /PRON_1S  PRON 1 - m s 1 اَنأ 1 اَنأ   I 

مع مع  مع   /PROG_PART  PROG_PART - i - - 0_مَع 1 َّ۪لَظ   continue  

ذخآ ذخآ  ذخ IV1S/آ  /IV  VERB 1 i m s 1ُ ۪ذََخأ 1ُ ۪ذََخأ   take 

ينو?ا ةنو?ا  لا  /DET نوم /NOUN ة/NSUFF_FEM_SG NOUN - - f s 1 َةنوُم 1 َةنوُم   provisions 

حر حر  حر   /FUT_PART  FUT_PART - - - - 0_حَر 1 َفْوَس   will 

لض لظ  لظ   /IV  VERB 1 i m s 1 َّ۪لَظ 1 َّ۪لَظ   remain 

فوش فوش  فوش   /IV  VERB 1 i m s 0_فاش 1 رََظن   looking 

يندلا ايندلا  لا  /DET ايندلا /NOUN  NOUN - - f s 2 ایُْند 2 ایُْند   world 

امول امول  امول   /CONJ  CONJ - - - - 0_امُول 1 الَْول   except for 

يليقب يليقب  يقب   /IV يل /IVSUFF_SUBJ:1S VERB 3 i m s 1 َ۪يَِقب 1 َ۪يَِقب   remain 

نويع نويع  نويع   /NOUN  NOUN - - m p 1 نْیَع 1 نْیَع   eye 

 
 
 
  

Table 1: A sentence in Lebanese with its full annotations. Translation: “My eyes are grateful to yours who dwell
in my soul as I make my provisions and I shall still, even without my eyes, see the world whole.”

CODA
The CODA tag ( �éJ
kC¢�B@

�
é

Jj. î

�
DË @) of a token signifies the

“correct” spelling of the token. Instead of annotat-
ing the exact token in the corpus, the idea is to unify
the different spelling variations of the same word into
one CODA spelling, and annotate this CODA. Due to
the lack of standardized orthographic spelling rules for
Arabic dialects, people tend to write words as they pro-
nounce them; thus, the same word might be written in
different ways. In fact, the same person may write the
same word in different ways in the same sentence. For
example, consider the word meaning ’a lot’: which can
be written as Q�


�
J» kt

¯
yr and Q�


�
J» ktyr . The second letter in

the first word corresponds to the sound θ. The correct
spelling in MSA is the first word with �

H. However, the
�
H [th] sound is rarely pronounced in Lebanese and is
often replaced by the �

H [t] sound or the [s] sound. Sim-
ilarly, the words 	áºË


AK. b↩alkn and 	

àñºÊ
�
®K. bqlkwn are dif-

ferent orthographic variations of the same word, which
means “I tell you”. In this case, we write both in the the
same CODA spelling 	áºÊ

�
®K. bqlkn . See more examples

in Table 2.

Token CODA
	áºË


AK. b↩alkn → 	áºÊ

�
®K. bqlkn

	
àñºÊ

�
®K. bqlkwn → 	áºÊ

�
®K. bqlkn

Zø


Q£ t.ry↩ → �

�K
Q£ t.ryq
ø


YK
Aë hāydy → ø



YJ
ë hydy

	á
	
KñJ
« ↪ywnn → �	

àñJ
« ↪ywnun

Table 2: Example of words and their CODA spelling.

Since our goal in this corpus is to transform Curras to
be a more general Levantine corpus, we chose to adopt
the Palestinian CODA guidelines (Habash et al., 2015)
for the Lebanese dialect. We made some modifications
and simplifications to be adapted to cover more Levan-
tine regionalisms, as will be discussed in the next sec-
tions.
It is notable to add that some slight spelling differences
exist between Lebanese and Palestinian as the former
is a northern Levantine variety while the latter is south-
ern and regional differences exist. The most common
examples of this lie in demonstrative pronouns where
Palestinian tends to use more emphatic sounds than
Lebanese; a masculine “this” is said A

	
£Aë hāz. ā or @XAë

hādā in Palestinian, while @YJ

�
ë haydā in Lebanese.

Another example is the use of Ð m in Palestinian to
indicate a third person plural where Lebanese uses a
	
à n : “your house” is Õº

�
J�
K. bytkm in Palestinian and

	áº
�
J�
K. bytkn in Lebanese. The differences in spelling

are due to the differences in pronunciation across the
Levant and have no effect over the total mutual intelli-
gibility of the dialects and thus a potential standardized
spelling for Northern and Southern Levantine can be
seen as the slight differences between British English
and American English spelling systems.

MSA Lemma
The MSA Lemma (új�

	
®Ë@

�
éJ
Òj. ªÖÏ @

�
éÊ

	
gYÖÏ @) is the MSA

lemma of the token. We restricted the choices of MSA
lemmas to SAMA lemmas. The AnnoSheet allows the
annotator to search the SAMA database and select the
target lemma. For tokens that are not derived from an
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MSA lemma, like ø


YK. bdy , we chose the closest SAMA

lemma (e.g., 1 X@P

�
@). In case, no matching MSA lem-

mas are found in the SAMA database, the annotator
is allowed to look up lemmas from Birzeit’s lexico-
graphic database (Jarrar and Amayreh, 2019), which
are linked with the Arabic Ontology (Jarrar, 2021) and
represented in the w3C Lemon model (Jarrar et al.,
2019). the annotator may also introduce a new MSA
lemma, however, new lemmas are marked with “ 0”,
such as (0 A

	
«ñK
) or (0 ZA

	
®J
ë). Similar to SAMA lemmas,

noun lemmas should be in the masculine singular form.
Plural and feminine are acceptable in case there is no
masculine singular. Verb lemmas should be in the past
masculine singular 3rd person form.

Dialect Lemma
The dialectal lemma ( �éJ
ÓAªË@ �

éJ
Òj. ªÖÏ @
�
éÊ

	
gYÖÏ @) signifies the se-

mantic value of the token as a lexicon entry. Similar
to the MSA lemma, each token in the corpus is tagged
with its DA lemma. If a token stems from MSA, then
its MSA and DA lemmas are the same. For example,
the dialect token ½Ê

�
®K. bqlk , which means “I tell you”,

has the same MSA and DA lemma 1 ÈA
�
¯. Some Levan-

tine lexicon instances differ from MSA and need their
own dialectal lemmas. These lemmas potentially do
not exist in an ordinary MSA dictionary, due to their
likely origin in other languages, notably Aramaic. As
an example, the typical Levantine words used to say
’inside’ and ’outside’ are @

�
ñk. ǧwā and @ �QK. brā , respec-

tively. These two words are different in MSA: ’inside’
is É

	
g@X dāh

˘
l and ’outside’ is h. PA

	
g h

˘
ārǧ . Table 1 illus-

trates more examples of Levantine lemmas that are not
in MSA, such as Ñ

�
« ↪am , h �P rah. , 	

¬A
�
� šāf , AÓñ

�
Ë luwmā .

Gloss
The gloss ( �éK
 	Q�
Êm.�

	
'BAK. ú

	
æªÖÏ @) is the meaning of the lemma in

English. We restrict the glosses to be SAMA glosses
if a SAMA lemma is used, or to Curras if available,
otherwise we provide it in the same way.

Stem
The stem ( �

�A�Ë@) is the base word after removing suffixes
and prefixes from the token. We follow the ⟨Stem/POS
⟩ tagging schema used in Curras and SAMA, where the
stem and the POS are separated by ’/’. The POS is
limited to the exact stem POS tagset found in SAMA.

Prefixes and Suffixes
We follow the prefixes ( �

�K. @ñ�Ë@) and suffixes
( �
�k@ñË@ @) tagging schema used in Curras and

SAMA: {⟨Prefix1/POS⟩ + ⟨Prefix2/POS⟩ . . .} and
{⟨Suffix1/POS⟩ + ⟨Suffix2/POS⟩ . . .}. As shown in
Table 1 the prefix �K. in the word ú



kðQK. brwh. y is the

preposition �K./PREP. Multiple prefixes are combined
with “+”. For example, the three prefixes in the word
I. Ê

�
®ËAK. ð are: ð/CONJ+�K./PREP+�Ë @/DET. Suffixes are

written in the same way. For example, the suffixes
in the word 	áêÊ

�
JÊ
�
¯ qltlhn are: �

�
K/PVSUFF SUBJ:1S+

�Ë/PREP+ 	áë/PRON 3FP. Prefixes and suffixes are

critical when dealing with dialects. This is because
the morphological difference between dialects and
MSA words is mostly due to different combinations
of prefixes and suffixes. Dialects use additional types
of prefixes and suffixes that are not used in MSA.
The prefix �K. in 	áÊ

	
�J
K., prefix �ë in 	

àñJ
ªËAë, or the suffix
�

� in �
�

	
Q̄ªK., are examples of affixes that are commonly

used in Levantine dialects but are not part of the MSA
morphology. To control the quality of our annotations
of affixes (i.e., prefixes and suffixes), we extracted the
set of all combinations of affixes in Curras and verified
them manually (See section 7). This set along with
the SAMA combinations of affixes were then uploaded
to the AnnoSheet and used to limit the choices of the
annotators.
Table 3 presents the set of the prefixes used in the re-
vised version of Curras and uploaded into AnnoSheet
to be used by the annotators. Prefixes in Palestinian
and Lebanese are all in common but there are two ex-
ceptions. The @ in Palestinian can be used as an INTER-
ROG PART, like in AîD


	
J
	
«@ āġnyhā , which means “shall I

sing it?”. However, in such cases in Lebanese, the verb
is conjugated in its imperfective first person form to
express the same meaning by using AK. and is said AîD


	
J
	
«AK.

bāġnyhā . Additionally, all prepositions in Lebanese
and Palestinian are the same, except for �

	
¯ which is

used only in Palestinian. We would also like to note
that there are two prefixes in the corpora that are used
only in MSA forms, and not in Palestinian or Lebanese,
which are the ��/FUT PART and the �Ë/JUS PART.
They occur in both corpora due to code-switching as
this is a common phenomenon in dialects.
Table 4 presents the set of suffixes used in the revised
version of Curras. The majority of of the suffixes are
common to both dialects. However, there seems to be
one bold systematic difference between the two dialects
and it concerns suffixes used to indicate a plural in the
2nd and 3rd person; 	á

�
ë/ 	á

�
» is used in Lebanese to al-

ways express a gender-neutral plural for the 2nd and
3rd person (e.g., 	á

�
î
�
DJ
K. bythun / 	á

�
º
�
J�
K. bytkun ) whereas its

Palestinian counterpart uses 	áë� / 	á»� to mostly express a
feminine 2nd and 3rd person plural (e.g., 	áî

�

�
DJ
K. bythin

/ 	áº�
�
J�
K. bytkin ) aligning itself with MSA’s �	á

�
î
�
DJ
K. bythunn /

�	á
�
º
�
J�
K. bytkunn . Nevertheless, the northern Palestinian

variety is closer to that of Lebanese and uses 	áë� / 	á»�

while remaining gender-neutral. Furthermore, Pales-
tinian uses ñ» where Lebanese uses 	á

�
» for the 2nd per-

son plural, respectively: ñº
�
J�
K. and 	á

�
º
�
J�
K.. Palestinian also

tends to use Ñë and Õ», aligning itself with MSA’s Ñî
�
DJ
K.

and Õº
�
J�
K., where Lebanese does not. These occurrences

seem to be systematic and may be due to the fact that
Lebanese is a Northern Levantine variety while Pales-
tinian is Southern Levantine and such differences are
bound to exist in the dialectal continuum, sometimes
overlapping in border regions.

Part of Speech
The part of speech (POS) (ÐC¾Ë@ Õæ��¯) concerns the gram-
matical category of the token. The annotators were
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CONJ { ـف ، و *ا } PART_RESTRICT ىكحف ،ىكحو {   يه*او { 

CONNEC_PART { ـف ـب } PROG_PART ناشلعف {   علطيب { 

DEM_PRON { ـه ـل ، ام } REL_PRON دلبلاه {   =ب> ،ءاشام { 

DET { ـلا نإ ، ام ، و } SUB_CONJ ةينغلا {   ءاشنإ ،يتناام ،اولكشو { 

EMPHATIC_PART { ت ، ـل اي } VOC_PART يكيروات ،يكيرو* {   ملعماي { 

FUT_PART {  ـس ، ـح } حبريس ،حبريح IV1S { ـت ، آ ، ا  ركذتب ، اهدخآ ،زمزماب {

INTERROG_PART{ اب+ ، ا* ،وش ،ام ،*  لخدتب { ت } IV2S اهينغاب ، اهينغا ،كدبوش ، شاقلام  {

JUS_PART { ـل  اوركذتتب { ت } IV2P لوقيل { 

NEG_PART { * ، شم ، ام ي ، ت } IV3S مزZشم ،شتقبام ،يش*و {   كحضيب ،يكبتب { 

PREP 
ـنم ، ـك ، ـت ، ـف* ، ـلع ، ـع ، ـم ، ـب ، ـل }   } 

 ،ناصحلع ،ناشع ،ناشم ،دلبلاب ،اهتابحاصل
 ناشنم ،يجنكدك ،كلـيكحات ،دلبلاف

IV3P { ي } اوبيجيب 

IV1P { ن } علطنب 

 
 

  

Table 3: List of prefixes and their POS tags in MSA,
Palestinian, and Lebanese, which we are used in both
corpora. Palestinian-specific prefixes are marked with
(*), and Lebanese with (+).

 
 

} PREP يلـحص { ة} NSUFF_FEM_PL ةينانبللا    { ـل
، +ُهن} PVSUFF_DO:3P نُهدده ،نِهدده نِه } NEG_PART شوهعم ،شاقلم ،شيدب {* شو ، شا ، ش  } 
نُك+ ، }PVSUFF_DO:2P نُكتفرع،نِكتفرع ،وكتفرع نِك * وك ، } REL_ADV شيدق { * شي } 
} PVSUFF_DO:2FS يكانفش يك } POSS_PRON_1S يندعب {   { ين 
} PVSUFF_SUBJ:3P نهوتيمعط وت نُك+ ،نِك* ،وك* } POSS_PRON_2P نُكلاب ، نِكلاب ،وكلاب { } 
}  PVSUFF_SUBJ:3S ينتيقياط تي } POSS_PRON_3S تعات { ت  } 
} IVSUFF_SUBJ:3S ينتيبجعم تي } POSS_PRON_3P نُهتعات ،نِهتعات {  نُه+ ،نِه*  } 
نُك+ ، } IVSUFF_DO:2P  نُكلقت ،نِكلقتب ،وكلقتب نِك * وك ، } POSS_PRON_2FS يكينع { *  { يك 
نُك+ ، } IVSUFF_ SUBJ:2P نُكnدي ،نِكnدي ،وكnدي نِك * وك ، } PRON_2FS يكيلع { *  { يك 
نُك+ ،نِك* ،وك* } PRON_2P نُكلاين ،نِكلاين ،وكلاين   } 

 
  

Table 4: List of suffixes and their POS tags in
Palestinian and Lebanese corpora (MSA are excluded
as they are many). Palestinian-specific suffixes are
marked with (*), and Lebanese with (+).

limited to selecting the POS from the tagset used in
SAMA.

Person
The person (XA 	J�B


@) refers to the person of the annotated

word, if applicable. This can be the 1st, 2nd or 3rd

person, which we represent by the numbers 1, 2 and 3.

Aspect
This column concerns, for verbs, their aspect
(Éª 	®Ë@ �

é
	
ªJ
�). We denote (i) for imperfective verbs

(present tense, not completed), (p) for perfective verbs
(completed, past tense), and (c) for imperative or com-
mand verbs.

Gender
The gender (�	

�m.
Ì'@) of the word, if applicable, which is

(m) for masculine, (f) for feminine and (n) for neutral.

Number
The number (XYªË@) of the word, if applicable. which is
(s) for singular, (p) for plural, or (d) for dual (to count
two units).

6. Evaluation
In this section we evaluate the quality of the our annota-
tions for the Lebanese corpus. We performed two eval-
uations: (i) Inter-annotator agreement using the Co-
hen’s Kappa κ, and (ii) The F1-score between each an-
notator and an expert annotator. The results of the two

evaluations are summarized in Tables 5 and 6. To con-
duct the inter-annotator agreement, we randomly se-
lected annotated sentences that together consist of 400
tokens, i.e., 4.2% of the corpus. We divided these sen-
tences among our four annotators, such that each an-
notator re-annotates about 100 tokens that were anno-
tated by another. We used these 400 new annotations
to compute the Cohen’s kappa κ agreement coefficient.
The inter-annotation agreement per annotation feature
was computed. Table 5 lists the name of the feature and
the κ metric (Di Eugenio and Glass, 2004):

κ =
po − pe
1− pe

where po is the relative observed agreement among an-
notators and pe is the hypothetical expected agreement.
In the second evaluation, an expert went over the
400 tokens and corrected the original annotations, if
needed. We used these corrections to compute preci-
sion and recall where the main expert annotator was
considered reference. The expert annotator performed
the following correction actions per feature value:

• Approved a feature value annotation (increments
tp : true positives for the feature value)

• Approved a missing feature value annotation (in-
crements tn : true negatives for the feature value)

• Rejected a feature value annotation (increments
fp : false positives for the feature value)

• Rejected a missing feature value annotation (in-
crements fn : false negatives for the feature
value)

The precision tp
tp+fp reflects the ratio of the true posi-

tives over the sum of true positives and false positives.
The recall tp

tp+fn reflects the ratio of the true positives
over the sum of true positives and false negatives. Ta-
ble 6 reports the average precision and recall across all
feature values for each feature. We also computed the
F1-score based on the precision and recall as:

F1− score =
2 ∗ precision ∗ recall
precision+ recall

The overall kappa k, precision, recall, F1-score
for all features are calculated using the Python
sklearn.metrics package. We present the av-
erage weighted by the support of each label for pre-
cision and recall. According to the interpretation of
the κ score (McHugh, 2015), the aspect and the suffix
features scored moderate agreement (between .4 and
.6), the stem and the prefix features scored near per-
fect agreement (above .81), and the rest of the features
scored substantial agreement (between .61 and .80).
The precision and recall scores of the corrected items
show values that concur with the κ coefficient.
These results reflect some areas of disagreement be-
tween the annotators. A notable example of this is with
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Tag Values Agreement Disagreement Kappa

Stem 178 357 43 0.884
Prefix 41 380 20 0.860
Suffixes 55 358 42 0.738
POS 22 340 60 0.821
Person 3 359 41 0.629
Aspect 4 384 16 0.911
Gender 3 337 63 0.687
Number 4 347 53 0.741

Overall 0.785

Table 5: Cohen’s Kappa coefficient for the inter-
annotation agreement and the precision and recall met-
rics for the main expert corrections.

Feature Precision Recall F1-Score

Stem 0.9036 0.8935 0.893
Prefixes 0.964 0.95 0.955
Suffixes 0.948 0.895 0.915
POS 0.898 0.85 0.853
Person 0.928 0.898 0.910
Aspect 0.974 0.96 0.967
Gender 0.845 0.843 0.844
Number 0.881 0.868 0.873

Overall 0.918 0.894 0.901

Table 6: The precision and recall metrics for the main
expert corrections.

prepositions that have a pronoun attached to them such
as AêªÓ where there should not be any gender or num-
ber assigned. In such an example, some annotators as-
signed the gender and number of the suffix Aë to token
©Ó. That was corrected to be a gender-less and num-
berless preposition. Other disagreements are present
in some instances where the suffix �

è that indicate the
feminine gender are not annotated as a suffix but are
merged with the stem of the word. Some differences
in POS agreement are present for example in the case
where gender-less and numberless adverbs are anno-
tated as prepositions or interrogative adverbs (such as
	

J
») which is not a striking disagreement in itself.

7. Curras Revisions
In order to ensure compatibility with Curras annota-
tions, tagsets, and lemmas, some revisions on Curras
were necessary. Curras consists of 55,889 tokens. Each
token was fully annotated with the morphological fea-
tures that we adopted in section 5. Since the same to-
ken can be used in the same way (i.e., the same fea-
tures) in different sentences, it is expected that the ex-
act annotations will be repeated. However, we found
that this is not always the case in Curras. For example,
the same word @ðPðYK
 ydwrwā appeared in two different
sentences in Curras, with the same meaning “searching
for”, but each time with a different MSA lemma: ( �

I
�
m�
�
'
.)

and ( �
Im�'.); while it should be (1 �

�
I

�
m�
�
'
.). The adverb ��.

bs was correctly annotated in all occurrences in Cur-
ras; however, in some cases, it was mistakenly assigned
with gender; and in some cases, it was annotated with
the noun POS. We also found some typos in the tagsets
of the stems and affixes.
Our goal is to unify and normalize such variations, and
then build a list of morphological solutions as clean as
possible.We performed the following revision steps:

a. Tokenization and POS
We developed a POS parser that reads the prefixes,
stem, and suffixes in a given solution (i.e., annotations
of a token), and returns a validation flag. We carefully
inspected solutions that were flagged for review. The
POS parser validates the following: (i) no parsing
errors in the prefixes, stem, and suffixes, (ii) the
transliterations of the prefixes, stem, and suffixes in
Buckwalter are correct, (iii) the concatenation of the
prefixes, stem, and suffixes corresponds to that of the
CODA, (iv) every prefix should be in the predefined set
of prefixes, (v) every suffix should be in the predefined
set of suffixes, and (vi) every stem POS should be in
the SAMA POS tagset.

b. Lemmatization
Curras originally contained 8,560 unique lemmas. Al-
though Curras was annotated using SAMA lemmas,
some of Curras lemmas were incorrectly linked with
SAMA lemmas. This was mostly because of partial
diacritization of lemmas (e.g., �

Im�'.) or as the lemma
subscript is ignored (e.g., �

I
�
m�
�
'
.). Ignoring diacritics and

subscripts makes the lemma ambiguous. Thus, we can-
not know, for example, whether it is (1 �

�
I

�
m�
�
'
.), (2 �

I
�
m�
�
'
.),

or (1 �
I

�
m�
�
'
.). To disambiguate MSA lemmas in Curras

and link them with SAMA lemmas, we developed a
lemma disambiguator that takes the lemma, POS, and
gloss, and tries to reduce the number of choices. In case
one lemma is returned, it is then considered the correct
SAMA lemma, otherwise undecided. We were able to
disambiguate about 5,120 unique lemmas (i.e., 58%)
in this way. The remaining undecided 3,560 lemmas
were manually disambiguated and linked with SAMA.
As a result, the unique number of MSA lemmas in Cur-
ras now is 7,313. These include 6,781 that are mapped
with SAMA lemmas, and 432 MSA lemmas that are
not found in SAMA. We marked the latter with “ 0”.
Validating and unifying dialect lemmas was straight-
forward. In case a dialect lemma has the same
letters as the MSA lemma (i.e., ignoring diacritics
and subscripts) then it is the same lemma. So, we
replace the dialect lemmas with the MSA lemma.
Otherwise, a manual verification is performed. As a
result, the unique number of dialect lemmas in Curras
is 8,510. These include 7,785 lemmas equivalent to
MSA lemmas, and 1,012 dialect lemmas that have
no corresponding MSA lemmas. We also marked the
latter with “ 0”.
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c. Other features
We applied some heuristics in cleaning the Person,
Aspect, Gender, and Number features. For example,
the Aspect and Person are assigned only to verbs,
otherwise they should be “-”. We compared the
Gender and Number with the suffix tags which also
indicate gender and number, and corrected mistakes
manually when needed.

d. Generating Unique Solutions
We prepared a table with unique annotations from Cur-
ras, called the “Solutions” table. We reused these solu-
tions to annotate the Lebanese corpus in order to max-
imize the compatibility between both corpora. To do
this, we split Curras into two tables: Tokens and Solu-
tions, with a solution identifier (id) to link them. The
Tokens table contains only the token id, token, and so-
lution id. In this manner, the tokens that have the exact
same annotations are given the same solution id. The
Solutions table contains all annotations after removing
the exact redundancies, which consists of 16,244 solu-
tions. We considered two solutions to be identical if
they have the same: CODA, prefixes, stem, suffixes,
DA lemma, MSA lemma, Person, Aspect, Gender, and
Number. We uploaded the Solutions table into our An-
noSheet and enabled our annotators to look up and re-
use annotations from the Solutions table, as described
in Section 5. As a result of this effort, we envision that
the revised version of Curras along with the additions
from Baladi; the newly built Lebanese corpus, form a
more Levantine dialect corpus.

8. Discussion: a more Levantine Corpus
In this section, we discuss how both Palestinian and
Lebanese corpora can be used as one, more Levantine
corpus. Not only they are annotated with the same
tagsets as discussed earlier, but adding 9.6K annotated
Lebanese tokens to the Palestinian corpus Curras has
helped bridge the nuanced linguistic gaps that exist
between the two highly mutually intelligible dialects.
Those nuances, as discussed earlier in this paper, are
notably present in the affixes (i.e., morphology). In-
deed, some prefixes and suffixes are typically Pales-
tinian and not habitually used in Lebanese and vice-
versa. However, these differences are a few and the
majority of affixes are common to both dialects (See
the differences in section 5.1).
Additionally, Lebanese functional words have also
been incorporated, solidifying our idea of a more Lev-
antine corpus where the dialectal continuum is taken
into account. In fact, the majority of the functional
words are common to both dialects. Table 7 presents
frequent functional words that are different in both di-
alects and the mapping between them. To summarize,
both corpora consists of about 65.2K tokens, cover-
ing both Palestinian and Lebanese, annotated using the
same guidelines.

INTERJ 
 اها ،ها    -   هيأ
 ونعنمرجأ  -  نمخت ،يرات 
 عل ،ء5  -  ء5

 
REL_PRON 

 نوعات   -   نوعات ،لوعات
 مهعبت   -   نهعبت

 
INTERROG_ADV 

 وكنيو ،مكنيو    -   نكنيو
 يلنيوـنم   -    يلننم
 

INTERROG_PRON 
 ونأ    -   ونيم
 ينا   -   ينيم
 شياب ،وشب    -   وشب

 
NEG_PART 

 شJب  -   شاعم
 

DEM_PRON 
 ينتايه ،ينيه ،يناّيه    -  يناّيه
 كاذه    -  كاديه
 يذه ،ياه    -  يديه
 اذاه     -  اديه
 كيذه ،كيده   -  كيديه
 ينايا     -  يناي
 ييه    -  اهايه

 
PRON 

 انحا  -  انحن ،انحا
 

ADV 
 يكلب  -  يكرب
 XYا ،اسه ،Jه ،تيقله   -  قله
 انوه ،اناه ،ناه ،نوه  -  يناّيتنه ،هانه ،نوه
 داغ ،كانه  -  يناّيتكنه ،هكنه ،كينوه
 مهدنع  -  نهدنع
Xنهلا  -  Xمهلا 
 داع      -   اقب

سللاع  - تيكسلاع     
 

 
  Table 7: Frequent functional words in Lebanese (right)

and Palestinian (left).

9. Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we presented the first morphologically an-
notated corpus for the Lebanese dialect 9.6K tokens.
We also present a revised version of Curras, the Pales-
tinian dialect corpus, about 55.9K tokens. We also de-
scribed the various challenges we faced and measures
we took to produce a compatible and more general
Levantine Corpus, consisting of 55.9K tokens anno-
tated with rich morphological and semantic informa-
tion. Still, the evaluation of our annotators’ perfor-
mance shows a high degree of consistency and agree-
ment. The Lebanese corpus is available for download-
ing and browsing online.
We plan to increase the size of our corpus to cover
additional Levantine sub-dialects, especially those of
other Levantine areas, most notably some of Syria’s
dialectal varieties. We also plan to use this corpus to
develop morphological analyzers and word-sense dis-
ambiguation system for Levantine Arabic as we did for
MSA (see (Al-Hajj and Jarrar, 2021a; Al-Hajj and Jar-
rar, 2021b)). Additionally, we plan to build on the
Palestinian and Lebanese dialect lemmas to develop
a Levantine-MSA-English Lexicon and extend it with
synonyms (Jarrar et al., 2021). Both Curras and Baladi
corpora are also being annotated with named-entities as
part of the Wojood NER corpus see (Jarrar et al., 2022).
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